


Which is easier to teach to young children: 

oral language skills (Listening and Speaking) 

or 

written language skills (Reading and Writing)?

Vote:     Oral Written  

Poll



Which is easier to teach to young children: 

Reading or Writing?

Vote: Reading Writing

Poll



Some reasons:

• “My classes are too large.”
• “I don’t have enough time.”
• “What kind of writing can we do with 

beginners?”
• I’m not a good writer in English. How can I 

teach writing?”

Writing: The Neglected Skill



Reading: preparation for writing (or speaking)

Writing: production of something to be read

Reading: note-taking or writing to remember

Writing: re-reading notes as we write

R&W: Interactive/Cyclical



• R & W reinforce what is learned orally

• R expands the input & W helps in remembering it

• R helps us learn W conventions (capitalization, 
punctuation, etc.) & W lets us practice these

• R & W help link the classroom with home; children 
bring homework that requires R and/or W

• W provides a source of self-expression, and when R 
by others, a sense of pride  

(Shin & Crandall, 2014; Pinter, 2006)

Why R&W Are Important



Reading & writing are complex, but…

• We only have to become “literate” once.

• Very young learners are still learning to read 

and write in L1, but …

• When they have learned and their English 

level is sufficient, all those skills will transfer 

to English!

(Cummins, 1998)

The Good News



Our Goal: Plant seeds for R&W             

and help our learners grow!



Reading Activities

What are some SUCCESSFUL beginning level 

R & W activities you have tried 

with your Young Learners?

Writing Activities



• Picture or Word Sort: Sort labeled pictures of objects 
that begin with the same letter (book/ball/boy) or 
rhyme (cat/hat/mat). 

• Odd Man Out: Sort words (with or without pictures, 
depending on level), but this time children find the 
word that doesn’t belong.

• Bag It: Label paper bags with a letter; children put in 
pictures of words beginning with that letter 

(Kaufmann, 2007)

Some Beginning R (& W) Activities: 

Recognizing sound-letter relationships



• Writing a Letter on a Partner’s Back – The 

partner has to guess the letter

• Body Spelling: 

Beginning Writing Activities





• Children trace their hands on a card.

• Then can write words on the fingers during 
classes about their favorite sports, games, 
places, pets, etc. 

• Then they turn the card over and write:
My name is ____________.

Another Name Card



• Create a class poster or booklet.

• Children draw or take a picture of themselves (a 
“selfie”) and then complete the following:

“Hi. My name is __________.

I am _____ years old.

I like _______. I don’t like _____.”

• For older learners, have them create a picture 
auto-biography with pictures of family, pets, 
favorite sports or hobbies, & other things they 
value.

Other Introductions



Other Name Activities: Name Acrostic

J oyful

A thletic

I    ntelligent S mart

M arvelous O utgoing

E   nergetic F abulous

I nteresting

A mazing

http://www.enchantedlearning.com/wordlist/adjectivesforpeople.shtml



W icked

I cky

T errible

C ruel

H  orrible

Negative Adjectives? 

Witch or Monster Acrostic

M ean
O ld

N asty

S cary

T errible

E vil

R otten



My dog’s name is Junior.

He has a black nOse

He’s 9 years olD.

He’s a  b—I—g dog.

More Complex Name Acrostic



I am _________ (first name).

3 adjectives that describe me

I love ____________.

I don’t like ________ .

I am afraid of ______.

I hope for _________.

Last Name

I-AM Poems



I am Jodi.

energetic, helpful, friendly

I love cats.

I don’t like elevators.

I am afraid of heights.

I hope for peace.

Crandall



Noun Cats Children

Verb meow shout

Adverb softly loudly

Simple 3-Line Poems



Shape Poem





Shin & Crandall (2014). Teaching Young Learners English, p. 37.



Texts to Write



• Clapping, underlining, copying words as they 
hear them – can be in a story, a song, etc.

• Unscrambling words or playing word games

• Filling in gaps or completing sentences

• Describing a picture with some/no words 
provided

• Answering questions in writing

• Writing a new ending for a story

• Writing any text from a model (an invitation, an 
email, a description, a comparison, etc.)

Other Writing Activities



Writing Can Even Be a Game: 

Which Animal Is It?



• Builds fluency – children keep thinking & 
creating without worrying about spelling or 
grammar

• Over time, will self-correct

Invented Spelling: It’s OK!





• Make drawings (based on a reading)

• Make posters or collages that relate to the story 
or the informational text 

• Label visuals or photos (related to a text)

• Write names of characters from stories or in 
bubble of cartoons

• Fill in graphic organizers with information from 
the story or text

(Encourage Expression with More than Words)

Activities to Connect Reading & Writing



Before Reading:
• Ask students if they think they’ll like the 

characters. Why or why not?

After Reading:
• Have them write a list of what they liked or 

didn’t like about the characters (using T chart) 
and choose their favorite to write about. 
(Use sentence starters)

Connecting R&W with Stories

That Are Read Aloud



I like         I don’t like

T-Chart



Before Reading:

• Put important words from the story on the 
board. Talk about their meaning.

After Reading:

• Ask students to use the words to re-tell the 
story. 

They can dictate and you (or students) can 
write the sentences. 

(Language Experience Approach)

Connecting R&W with Stories



Based on this idea:

What I can think about, I can talk about.
What I can say, I can write.
What I can write, I can read.
I can read what I can write and what 
other people can write for me to read.

(Van Allen & Halversen)

Language Experience Approach (LEA)



• After a story (or a shared experience), discuss the 
experience. 

• Students “dictate” and the teacher writes on the board 
what the students say. Occasionally, the teacher can read 
aloud what has been written so far.

• When all have dictated what they want to write, the teacher 
and students read what is written on the board.

• They decide if they want to change anything, add 
something, make corrections.

• Then the students copy the text from the board.

• Afterwards, they can add something, with or without help: 
maybe a new ending, a drawing with labels of their favorite 
character or scene, etc. Use sentence starters if helpful.

Language Experience Approach (LEA)



• Ask students about the pictures. (Picture walk.)

• Point to and discuss titles, subtitles, and 
graphics of an informational text.

• Find out what learners know about the subject.

(Do a K-W-L on board.)

• Pre-teach key vocabulary. Write it on the board 
so they can use the words later.

• Predict what the story/text will be about.

• Set questions to answer with the text. 

Things to Do Before Reading





What pre-

reading can we 

do here?



After Reading:   

‘My Mom,          

the Airplane’



Give them advice on how to read. They may:

• Read (Skim) for main ideas

• Read (Scan) for details

• Read to answer questions

• Read to become acquainted with a topic or a 
set of words

Try to help learners NOT to read every word.

Help Learners to Read Strategically







• Drawing & labeling (beginners)

• Putting visuals, words or sentences in order 

(sentence strips)

• Filling in blanks (Cloze activity)

• Answering questions from the text

• Describing a character, an animal, a place, etc.

• Writing a new ending

• Writing in a response journal

Writing after Reading



Writing After 

Reading:

Using a Model



Reader’s Theater



Include:

• A variety of texts (songs, poems, stories, 
greeting cards, email, symbols, graphs, etc.) 
that are appropriate for the learners’ age & 
language level

• With interesting visuals

• On interesting & engaging topics that connect 
with children’s lives

• That lead to interesting activities (role plays, 
guessing games, projects, writing)

Choosing R Texts for YLs



Don’t forget this: An estimated 90% of the 
information we get is through visuals:

• Photos, illustrations, images

• Charts, graphs, timelines

• Schedules, calendars

• Maps

• Signs, symbols

• Graphic organizers

Visual Literacy



Visuals help us to interpret and remember a text. 

Try this:
• Show a text for a brief time.
• Then show the text with visuals.
• Which do they remember?
• Why do they remember?

Importance of Visual Literacy







Visual Literacy



Displays that can be used to take notes from 

readings/discussion OR to take notes to prepare 

for writing.

Ideally – take notes in an organizer and then use 

that to organize writing.

Graphic Organizers: 

A Type of Visual Literacy



Samples of Graphic Organizers



Samples of Graphic Organizers



Samples of Graphic Organizers



Samples of Graphic Organizers



Critical 

Reading





Encouraging Reading: A Reading Log



“The more your write, 
the more you learn to write.

It’s like speaking. 
The more you speak,

The more you learn how to speak.”

Heddie, a 9-year old EYL
(In Maquire & Graves (2001: 561)



Reading doesn’t always have to be the focus.

• Games like Concentration involve reading

• Songs with closed captions encourage reading 

while listening/singing

• Visuals for projects require interpretation (and 

often reading of text)

• Picture captions, titles, directions: all involve 

reading

Reading happens all the time!



• Key words from a reading can be used to create 
sentences

• Students can answer questions or record what 
their partners say (using a graphic organizer)

• Projects often require labeling or writing 
sentences or paragraphs of explanation

• Poems, emails, or other texts can be created 
from themes or pictures

• And they can write descriptions, narratives, 
explanations, comparisons, etc. as they 
become more comfortable in writing.

So can writing!



Jodi Crandall
University of Maryland, Baltimore County 
crandall@umbc.edu






